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Abstract

Building on the Binance Smart Chain, MetaCryp
Network is the world’s first GameFi space
metaverse that creates a home away from home,
offering people a space to have intense fun and

We live in a stressful and dramatic world. We get

forget about the stress of daily living.


up every day, go to work, return home, and
resume the cycle the next day.


The MetaCryp Network is the next-generation
community-centric ecosystem based on crypto

People are clamouring for more, and they want

assets that create a haven that feels like home

to get away from the rat race of life, relax, and

and captures the wildest imaginations of

have genuine fun. They want to escape the harsh

community members. 


reality and bask in the warmth, move through a
virtual realm, engage with others thousands of
miles away, and even play games.


We believe blockchain games and the metaverse
are in their infancy, but only those that
understand how to scale and reach a wider

With all the challenges mentioned above, many

range of gamers globally will thrive. MetaCryp

people are still unaware of blockchain,

Network is dedicated to developing

cryptocurrencies, Metaverse, NFTs, and the

interconnected products in DeFi, advanced

opportunities they provide. When people learn

gaming systems, and NFT applications.

about their potential, they are often captured by
it. 

For a few seconds, try picture relaxing and being
in a new world, one that you can customize to
your taste, incorporate intriguing features, make
friends without leaving the comforts of your
room, play games, and make connections. 

The aforementioned is now possible with the
coming of the MetaCryp Network and its
metaverse.
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MetaCryp 

Network 

MISSION

MetaCryp 

Network 

VISION

MetaCryp Network aim’s to be one of the best in
creating a safe and exciting space for all its
users to enjoy modernized tooling in blockchain
technology, Metaverse, Play2Earn gaming,
advanced DeFi platforms, socializing, and all
things metaverse for gaming, events, and
collectibles.

Using decentralized blockchain to create an
economy of users where they play, customize
the life they have always dreamt of, socialize and
even earn a living.

Market 

Research 

and 

Monetization
Introduction to Metaverse


Metaverse may have been a figment of mind for
Neal Stephenson when he created the SciFi
book Snow Crash, but it has blossomed past
that stage. The concept of the Metaverse has
moved from merely one's imagination to reality
thanks to MetaCryp Network. 

In a world where people are increasingly using
the internet as their main form of connection and
self-expression, the Metaverse is logically the
next step in the way we create, consume, and
interact digitally. The emergence of non-fungible
tokens (NFTs), play-to-earn, growing interest and
concentration on the Metaverse from Facebook
and other organizations, and the world driven
physically apart by a pandemic, all contribute to
the need for a more comprehensive online
platform than what is now available.

The global metaverse market was worth 38.85
billion US dollars in 2021. This is estimated to
increase to 47.48 billion US dollars in 2022
before surging to 678.8 billion US dollars by
2030.
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As a part of the Metaverse, people can gain
entrance via their customized avatars and
explore the structures that have been erected.
Humans can be the best version of themselves
on our Metaverse as they unwind. 


Play-to-earn is getting popular; this is
significantly enhanced in areas where finding
paid work may be difficult and for people in
difficult circumstances where opportunities are
scarce.


Different aspects of this Metaverse will be owned
by users, from the avatars down to the virtual
land that they explore.

Users can earn or acquire crypto and NFTs in
play-to-earn games, which can then be
exchanged or sold on the market. Each player
can earn more items or tokens to sell and
generate an income by playing the game
regularly.

The Gaming Market
Metaverse is the most recent innovation to
capture the attention of the tech industry, and it
has the ability to create huge potential growth for
markets by enabling them to provide advanced
immersive and interactive digital experiences to
their users.


In MetaCryp Network's Metaverse, people can
unplug from their daily lives, have fun, customize
the life that they have always dreamt of, interact
with others, and even earn a living. Our
Metaverse is blurring the line between reality and
virtual space, creating a haven that everyone
wants.

The year 2021 was a successful year for the
gaming industry as the $180.3 billion mark of
total revenue was reached. Five years ago, that
was a new milestone; global revenues amounted
to approximately $91 billion. The future of
gaming has never been brighter, but it demands
a new way of looking at the market.

Non-Fungible Tokens
NFTs, like cryptocurrencies, are blockchainbased tokens. But the difference is that an NFT,
a “non-fungible token,” is not fungible, unlike
cryptocurrencies. NFTs are issued on blockchain
and are used to designate ownership of certain
assets. Each NFT is tied to some unique data,
typically a digitally content file of some kind, and
governed by a smart contract.

Since its inception in the late 2017s, NFT has
been on the verge of becoming the most widely
utilized digital asset trading platform, thanks to
its seamless integration of blockchain, smart
contracts, and a one-of-a-kind token infusion
mechanism.
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According to DappRadar data, the NFT market
cap has steadily increased from $30 million in
2017 to a staggering $41 billion as of 2021,
implying that we are yet to see the actual influx in
the NFT marketplace. 

Exponential figures like 1700% growth in the first
half of 2021 are a big testament to where the
NFT world is headed. These figures will only rise
as more mainstream audiences enter the NFT
market, resulting in higher bidding auctions and
higher selling of digital assets.

MetaCryp 

Network
The Problems
and Our
Solution


Centralization is at the core of the problem with
the business models of conventional gaming
systems. It creates a trust deficit in the
community, centralizes the power and control,
and thrives on non-distributed systems. 

More so, some gaming platforms or companies
have great graphics and catchy advertising, but
they are unreliable or trustworthy. The most
severe problem that plagues the gaming industry
is the inability of players to get rewards or
anything in return after spending their time and
hard-earned money to play games.

More so, most play-to-earn games put so much
effort into the game's own ability and moneymaking aspect than players getting rewarded for
their time and effort. In this case, investors and
money-makers are targeted hence requiring
players to invest their money to buy NFTs in
order to play and earn. Fans face excessive risks
of exploitation of identity/information, regulatory
repercussions, total irrecoverable loss of funds,
high fees, and become vulnerable to
manipulations and much more.

We believe that any solution must serve players'
interests and satisfy the contributors' needs. To
this end, we believe that any solution must:
Be evenly and extensively distributed in order to
accelerate adoption and reduce market risk.

Be completely decentralized in order to eliminate single
points of failure and individual control.

Function in a trust-less manner, so one party's
dishonesty does not jeopardize the fairness of the entire
system's performance.

MetaCryp Network satisfies all the above
requirements. Therefore, fair playing policies,
regulations, and secure transactions increase
consumer confidence in the community.

We identified some major problems commonly
seen in most blockchain projects that MetaCryp
Network will address.
Challenge 1. Lack of Trust
Some projects have limited visibility in terms of
governance mechanism, participation and
transactional details, reward amount allocations,
and distribution.
Our Solution
MetaCryp Network offers increased
accountability regarding operations and
monetary transactions. Rigidly programmed
contract rules and subroutines enforce the trustless operation of the network. Reward activities
are encoded in immutable smart contracts, and
the address of the winners are publicly available.
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Challenge 2. Less Onboarding Frictions

Our Solution

Conventional blockchain projects require cash
accounting, payment commissions, and KYCs
protocols, all of which are high-cost entry
barriers.

MetaCryp Network has a fast settlement time
because it has a native platform wallet, and
users can instantly transfer funds to their public
wallets.

Our Solution

Challenge 5. Restricted Community

No personal information is required or stored to
use MetaCryp Network. Users can connect their
wallets with the platform and share their public
wallet keys for authentication (check legality).

Conventional projects are unable to involve users
in key decisions of the ecosystem. Users seek to
have an influence in the key decisions in return
for making the ecosystem successful.

Challenge 3. High Platform Fees

Our Solution

Conventional platforms have a monopoly over
the fees that users have to pay to play any
game, and the price is significantly very high.
There are hidden charges like commissions to
payment wallets, insurance fees, etc.

MetaCryp Network is a community-centric
ecosystem that attracts diverse technical
interests and allows its native token holders to
submit proposals and vote changes to have a
say in its development and future. Although
many Users will earn significant returns on their
efforts and purchases, many will also play just for
the fun and social community. MetaCryp
Network values its users' experiences more than
any potential earnings. 


Our Solution
MetaCryp Network fees are extremely low. It
doesn't charge wallet fees as payments are
made peer to peer through crypto-wallets.
Challenge 4. Delayed Settlement time
The settlement time of the conventional
platforms takes a long time because the money
is first sent to the wallet, and from there, a user
needs to transfer it to their original money
source. This whole process is cumbersome and
time-consuming.

 

MetaCryp Network empowers users to make
critical decisions about the gameplay, thereby
making the whole experience more engaging,
fun, and exciting. Some aspects like
commissions, pricing model, and point system
will be gradually decentralized by issuing
governance tokens ($MTCR token).

Ecosystem 

Core Elements
GameFi and Metaverse
Expansion

People can't get enough of the advantages that
a well-tailored GameFi ecosystem like MetaCryp

Network provides. MetaCryp Network, as a
GameFi world, is developing a metaverse with a
customizable environment, exciting gameplay,
and earning functionality.


Whether you prefer to play on a mobile device,
console, or a PC, whether you can only spend a
few hours a day divided into minutes or be a
dedicated player, whether you like politics or
social interaction, we would like the games to
meet all of those different expectations.


Our initial point of focus is the development of

the MetaCryp Network to be the Community
Driven, V iral, Meme, 2D/3D game, where players
can share their achievements, maximize their
gains, learn and earn.


While users unwind and have intense fun, they

can earn in the process. There are multiple
aspects of this GameFi functionality that the
MetaCryp Metaverse will possess.
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People can attend meetings, interact with others,
• In-game assets or NFTs

• Leasing of in-game assets


attend parties and do much more in one spot.
Our country club is not like the typical
grandfather’s club as it has incredible elements

• Tournament feature


that will leave you feeling excited. 


• Native tokens


Holiday Venues
Traveling has always been one of life’s great
pleasures, and learning about different cultures
and places is interesting. However, the thrill of

Users will seamlessly rent different buildings to

travelling is frequently ruined by the expensive

host events like concerts and much more.

costs involved. Furthermore, with an everincreasing population, environmental

Play-to-Earn Ecosystem
MetaCryp Metaverse: Country
Club
MetaCryp Metaverse aims to bring immersive
cultural experiences right into our homes by
incorporating country club functionality for
different countries and regions. They will be
tailor-made to capture the aura and culture of

Knowing the importance of money in today’s

degradation, and the threat of global terrorism
on the rise, tourism has become a target for a
variety of concerns.


society, MetaCryp Network has incorporated a

Also, the pandemic made us realize the

business model that allows people to earn while

importance of an alternative means of relaxing

they carry out activities in our Metaverse.

without leaving the confines of one’s home.

Without leaving the confines of their seats at

People were stuck indoors for a long time, which

home, people can navigate through the wonders

increased the stress that they faced. 


that our Metaverse offers while earning in the
process. 


The ability to teleport anywhere on the planet at
any time, instantly experiencing everything first-

people living in different regions. This means

The basic idea of the MetaCryp Network is to

hand and in real-time, will completely change our

someone living in Algeria will enjoy a customized

encourage players to play more so they can earn

relationship with travel. Imagine never having to

Algerian country club where they can interact

$MTCR token, in-game assets, or NFTs and, in

miss a connecting flight or missing the tour bus

with others. 


turn, make more money. The gameplay of

because you have another appointment across

MetaCryp Network is structured such that

town.


A resident of the United States can seamlessly
benefit from the architecture, and scenery, and
bask in the aura similar to American society.

different gaming activities cause the
accumulation of $MTCR tokens as opposed to
mining smart contract coins with heavy
computerized machines, as seen in other
traditional cryptocurrencies.

MetaCryp Network’s economic design unlocks
the value of player-to-player interactions and
differentiates its business model from
conventional projects. The play-to-earn game is
designed to be user-controlled in the Metaverse.
Our smart contract structure is based on an
algorithm that rewards successful game activities
after meeting encoded set conditions.

MetaCryp Network is creating holiday venues
that are designed to look like reality, blurring the
line between the virtual holiday scenery and
reality. Imagine unwinding on the Safari in Kenya,
riding with the lions, while being in your home in
New Jersey.
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The MetaCryp Network allows access to a more
authentic travel experience to people who might
otherwise never get to see certain places or
meet certain people. It will allow users to interact
through avatars that they can customize as they
please. This will eventually make virtual
experiences just as meaningful and memorable
as anything we might experience in reality.

Business Model 

Canvas

Value Proposition
Secured Crypto Investmen
Increased ROI
Improve Quality of Outcom
Improve Quality of Life

Customer Relationship
Company websit
Social networks: Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, Snapchat, etc.

Customer Segments

Key Partners
MetaCryp Network users
Key Activities
MetaCryp Network users

Revenue Stream
MetaCryp will generate its revenue through
Ads creation from the following services; 

- Token Sales

MetaCryp Network users (Token holders)

Locatio
Global
Computer/Technological resources:
Compute
Interne
Mobile phone
Channels
Company’s websit
Game Ap
Finance App
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Tokenomics
MetaCryp Network: Our
Utility
The perks that accrue to becoming a member of
the MetaCryp Metaverse are numerous. We are
creating a haven not only to relax, explore, and
meet but earn. 

With the features that we have in store,
MetaCryp is actively in partnership talks with
some leaders in this space to incorporate
features that make it easy for their users to
unwind. 

In the future, MetaCryp will unveil some of the
features that were birthed with these
partnerships.

Governance & Rewards
The $MTCR token is the utility token of the
MetaCryp Network, availing users the
opportunity to bask in the numerous features
that our metaverse offers. 

Every token holder has the right to participate in
the DAO. Decision-making will be allocated
based on the participant's ownership of the
$MTCR token. Our native token allows
governance privileges. The voting rights and
decision-making will be tiered based on
cumulative holdings of the governance tokens.
Hence the more the token, the more the voting
power.

Our native BEP20 token does not only represent
voting rights on the platform but also access to
scalable transactions and activities in our
metaverse. 

The token holders will have access to the
following within the platform:
Unlocking effects
With the $MTCR token, it is easy to access
the gates of our metaverse and the intriguing
elements.

Governance effects
Holding the $MTCR token also confers a level
of governance rights on users.

Reward system
The $MTCR token will reward different
behaviours and activities in the metaverse.

MetaCryp Treasury
MetaCryp Treasury will be in charge of releasing
the $MTCR tokens daily. A part of the
distribution from the Treasury will be done to
improve or incorporate new features in the
metaverse.

Secondly, a percentage of the distributed funds
will be used in developing our customized
country clubs and holiday venues.
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Token 

Distribution 

& Fund 

Utilization

The perks that accrue to becoming a member of
the MetaCryp Metaverse are numerous. We are
creating a haven not only to relax, explore, and
meet but earn. 

With the features that we have in store,
MetaCryp is actively in partnership talks with
some leaders in this space to incorporate
features that make it easy for their users to
unwind. 

In the future, MetaCryp will unveil some of the
features that were birthed with these
partnerships.

Token Name METACRYP
Symbol $MTCR
Token Supply 500,000,000 METACRYP
The maximum amount of MetaCryp token
($MTCR) that will ever be created and be in
circulation at any point in time is 500,000,000
(500 million) $MTCR. MetaCryp tokens are
BEP-20 tokens hosted on Binance smart Chain.
The distribution of all the 

Tokens will be in several phases:

Presale Supply - 30%

P2E Funding - 10%

Bonuses - 5%

Reserve - 5%

Staking - 10%

Team - 10%

Airdrop - 10%

Fund - 10%

Advisor - 5%

Liquidity - 5%


There will be at least a 2 month vesting period.
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Roadmap
Q2 - 2022
Private/ Public sale
VR demo of the MetaCryp Metaverse

Q3 - 2022

Building of the in-game assets in the
Metaverse

Improving the in-game features of the
MetaCryp Metaverse
Testnet
MetaCryp Metaverse's 1.0 release (soft launch)

Q4 - 2022
Incorporating staking elements
Multi-player functionality
Mainnet launch of the metaverse

Q1 - 2023
Addition of avatars in the metaverse
Incorporating holiday venues and country
clubs
Integrating Play-to-Earn elements
Introducing the remaining part of the GameFi
element, the DeFi features

2

Incorporating pre-sales round 1 and of ingame assets
In-game asset trading

Marketing 

Strategy

Technological advancement will only do half the
job in the success of a DeFi venture. As a result,
we've created a well-organized marketing
strategy. We will promote MetaCryp Network all
over the world through various online marketing
channels. They include social media marketing,
search engine optimization, content marketing,
YouTube marketing, and email marketing. We will
build a significant social media presence on
Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, and Medium. Our
most recent updates will be available on these
platforms.

Along with that is a dedicated channel on
Telegram where the community can interact and
be aware of the latest trends. We will use the
Medium platform to share detailed information
about project development. We will publish
recent news concerning the project, messages
to the community, and educational DeFi articles
on our Medium. The MetaCryp Network website
also maintains a blog section rich in relevant
keywords to help SEO. We also plan to launch
educational ebooks covering DeFi, Blockchain,
Metaverse, NFTs, and crypto trading to share
insights into the industry with our community
and the general public. Innovation and marketing
will go hand in hand with MetaCryp Network to
facilitate the steady growth of the community.

Team

MetaCryp Network has put together an
experienced management team with a wide
range of expertise and talents in the Blockchain,
metaverse, and human interaction. These
experts have decades of experience under their
belt working in different areas necessary to the
development of the metaverse. Our experts also
have experience in Blockchain and peer-to-peer
technologies, payment processing, artificial
intelligence, and cyber threat security
management. 


Cryptocurrency investments are volatile and
high-risk in nature. Avoid investing more money
than you can afford to lose. MetaCryp Network
offers no representations, guarantees, or
assurances as to the accuracy, currency, or
completeness of the material on this website or
any sites connected to or from it.

Apart from the founding team, MetaCryp
Network is always onboarding and partnering
with other leaders in the space to ensure that
only the best is offered to our community.

DISCLAIMER

By accepting this document, the receiver
understands that any information included in it or
related to the offering is private and nonpublic.
The recipient additionally agrees to keep all
information confidential and not use it for
personal gain (unless in conjunction with the
recipient’s investment choice). However, the
recipient’s nondisclosure requirement does not
apply to any such material that is already public
knowledge. Any user should analyze their
investment based on independent evaluations of
the financial situation and other relevant criteria
to make an investment choice that is not simply
based on the information given herein.

copyright © 2022 MetaCryp Network
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